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Abstract
This work establishes several strong hardness results on the problem of finding an ordering on a
string’s alphabet that either minimizes or maximizes the number of factors in that string’s Lyndon
factorization. In doing so, we demonstrate that these ordering problems are sufficiently complex
to model a wide variety of ordering constraint satisfaction problems (OCSPs). Based on this, we
prove that (i) the decision versions of both the minimization and maximization problems are NP-
complete, (ii) for both the minimization and maximization problems there does not exist a constant
approximation algorithm running in polynomial time under the Unique Game Conjecture and (iii)
there does not exist an algorithm to solve the minimization problem in time poly(|T |) · 2o(σ log σ) for
a string T over an alphabet of size σ under the Exponential Time Hypothesis (essentially the brute
force approach of trying every alphabet order is hard to improve significantly).
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1 Introduction
A Lyndon word is a string that is lexicographically strictly smallest among all of its cyclic shifts.
Letting ◦ denote concatenation, the Lyndon factorization of a string T is the factorization
of T into Lyndon words T1, T2, . . ., Tf that are lexicographically non-increasing and T =
T1 ◦ T2 ◦ . . . ◦ Tf . For example, the Lyndon factorization of 0, 1, 0, 0, 2, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 2 is
(0, 1), (0, 0, 2, 1, 1), (0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 2), assuming the usual ordering, 0 < 1 < 2.
Lyndon words and Lyndon factorization are well-studied, and play an important role
in string algorithms [1, 2, 10, 24, 28, 30], algebra and combinatorics [7, 17, 25], and data
compression [12, 18, 20, 34, 35]. As an example, it was shown in [29] that local suffixes inside
each Lyndon factor can be sorted independently and then merged to construct a string’s
suffix array. As another example, Lyndon factorization is used in both the construction
of a string’s bijective Burrows-Wheeler transform (BBWT) [13] and in performing pattern
matching on indexes built from the string’s BBWT [3], where the number of steps used
to locate occurrences of a pattern P depends on the number of Lyndon factors within a
particular suffix of P . Because of such applications, it would be beneficial to be able to control
the number of factors in the Lyndon factorization of a string. Unfortunately, the Lyndon
factorization of a string is unique under a fixed ordering of its alphabet [26]. However, it
can vary under different alphabet orderings. For instance, if we change the alphabet ordering
to 2 < 0 < 1 in our example above, we obtain the Lyndon factorization (0, 1), (0), (0),
(2, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1), (2). This leads to the following problems:
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▶ Problem 1 (Lyndon Factor Minimization – Decision Version). Given an integer A and text
T over alphabet Σ, does there exist an ordering on Σ such that the number of Lyndon factors
of T is at most A?
▶ Problem 2 (Lyndon Factor Maximization – Decision Version). Given an integer A and text
T over alphabet Σ, does there exist an ordering on Σ such that the number of Lyndon factors
of T is at least A?
We will also consider the optimization variants of these problems. The objective cost
of a solution is the number of factors in its Lyndon factorization. In particular, for the
minimization problem, a λ-approximation for λ > 1, is a polynomial-time algorithm that
outputs an alphabet ordering where the number of factors is at most λ times the minimum
possible number of factors over all possible alphabet orderings. Similarly, for the maximization
problem, a λ-approximation for λ < 1, is a polynomial-time algorithm that outputs an
alphabet ordering where the number of factors is at least λ times the maximum number of
possible factors over all possible alphabet orderings.
These problems were first considered by Clare and Daykin, who proposed a polynomial-
time greedy algorithm that can be adjusted to provide either a small number of factors or
a large number of factors [8]. Through experiments, the authors showed that the number
of factors can be significantly affected by their algorithm. Another approach that uses
evolutionary algorithms to find alphabet orderings to optimize the number of Lyndon factors
was considered in [9] and in [27]. Again, it was shown that there is often a significant effect on
the number of factors, which can be controlled by the use of different fitness functions within
the evolutionary algorithms. These techniques, although appearing to have a significant
impact on the number of factors, do not provide any approximation guarantee.
Hardness results for the problem of ordering the alphabet of a string to minimize the
number of maximal unary substrings occurring in its Burrows-Wheeler Transform (BWT)
appeared in [4]. Although the Lyndon factors of a string and the structure of its BBWT are
closely related, we see no clear relation between the number of Lyndon factors of a string and
the number of maximal unary substrings occurring in its BWT. Moreover, the techniques
applied here seem quite different from those used in [4]. We present the following results.
▶ Theorem 3. The decision version of Lyndon Factor Minimization is NP-complete.
▶ Theorem 4. Under the Exponential Time Hypothesis, the optimization version of Lyndon
Factor Minimization cannot be solved in time poly(|T |) · 2o(|Σ| log |Σ|).
▶ Theorem 5. Under the Unique Games Conjecture, the optimization version of Lyndon
Factor Minimization does not admit a λ-approximation for any constant λ > 1.
▶ Theorem 6. The decision version of Lyndon Factor Maximization is NP-complete.
▶ Theorem 7. Under the Unique Games Conjecture, the optimization version of Lyndon
Factor Maximization does not admit a λ-approximation for any constant λ < 1.
We will prove these theorems in Section 3.1, Section 3.2, Section 3.3, Section 4.1, and
Section 4.2, respectively. We leave open whether it is possible to have a result similar to
Theorem 4 for Lyndon Factor Maximization.
Our main line of attack is to model ordering constraint satisfaction problems (OCSPs), a
subject of extensive research in its own right [5, 6, 15, 16, 31, 33]. In these problems, the
task is to find a linear ordering on a set of variables subject to some additional constraints.
Our work shows that a solver for these Lyndon factorization problems would be powerful
enough to solve difficult OCSP instances. Our results make use of strings that allow us to
model different constraint satisfaction problems and thus prove our hardness results.
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2 Preliminaries
We denote the concatenation of the strings u and v using the “◦” symbol, writing their
concatenation as u ◦ v. However, we omit “◦” where the concatenation is clear from context.
Throughout this paper, we will use “<” and “>” to refer to alphabet order between symbols,
the lexicographic order between strings, and the usual ordering between real numbers. Again,
context will make it clear which type of order is meant. A suffix of a string T is a string v
such that T = u ◦ v for some string u. The suffix array of a string T [1, n] is a length n array
where the ith element is equal to the starting index of the ith lexicographically smallest suffix
of T . The inverse suffix array is defined as the length n array such that ith element is the
position of T [i, n] in the suffix array, i.e., the lexicographic rank of T [i, n].
The Lyndon factorization (defined in Section 1) of a string can be computed in linear
time. This can be done using the well known Duval’s algorithm [11], or by using the inverse
suffix array, which can be constructed in linear time [22]. Lemma 8 makes it clear why the
latter technique works.
▶ Lemma 8 (Theorem 2.2 [29]). The starting index, i, of a suffix in T that is lexicographically
smaller than any suffix starting at index j < i is an index where a Lyndon factor begins.
In other words, as we scan the inverse suffix array from left-to-right, an index i where the
inverse suffix array value is smaller than any seen thus far marks the start of a Lyndon
factor. Moreover, if a Lyndon factor starts at index i in T , the next Lyndon word must be
this factor. We aim to use this to construct strings where the number of Lyndon factors
tells us something about the number of constraints satisfied within an ordering constraint
satisfaction problem (OCSP). The definition of an OCSP used here is less general than the
one given in [14], but still sufficient for our purposes.
▶ Definition 9. An OCSP of arity k is specified by a set Λ ⊆ Sk where Sk is the set of
permutations of {1, 2, ..., k}. An instance of such an OCSP consists of a set of variables,
V = {x1, . . . , xn}, and m constraints, C1, . . ., Cm, each of which is an ordered k-tuple of
V . The objective is to find a global ordering σ of V that maximizes
∑m
i=1 χΛ(σ|Ci), where
σ|Ci ∈ Sk is the ordering of the k elements of Ci induced by the global ordering σ, and
χΛ(σ|Ci) = 1 if σ|Ci ∈ Λ and 0 otherwise. If χΛ(σ|Ci) = 1, we say that Ci is satisfied.
Note that m ≤ n!/(n − k)! ≤ nk. Additionally, we will only consider OCSP instances
where each variable appears in at least two constraints. Under this last assumption, we can
relate the number of variables, n, to the number of clauses, m.
▶ Lemma 10. For OCSPs with arity k constraints, n variables, and m constraints, where
every variable appears in at least two clauses, n ≤ k2 m.




(the number of times variable xi appears in total) = km. ◀
One of the simplest OCSPs is the Maximum Acyclic Subgraph Problem (MAS), where
k = 2, making constraints of the form (xi, xj), and where Λ = {( 1 21 2 )} (using two-line
permutation notation). That is, Λ contains only the identity permutation that orders xi < xj .
For example, an instance of MAS could be V = {x1, x2, x3, x4, x5} and C1 = (x1, x3),
C2 = (x5, x2), C3 = (x3, x4), C4 = (x2, x1). An ordering σ that puts the variables in the order
x4 < x5 < x3 < x2 < x1 would yield χΛ(σ|C1) = χΛ (( 1 22 1 )) = 0, χΛ(σ|C2) = χΛ (( 1 21 2 )) = 1,
χΛ(σ|C3) = χΛ (( 1 22 1 )) = 0, χΛ(σ|C4) = χΛ (( 1 21 2 )) = 1, making its objective value 2.
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The dual minimization problem of MAS is known as Feedback Arc Set (FAS). In this
problem, the aim is to minimize the objective value of a solution, which is defined as the
number of constraints being violated, i.e., m −
∑m
i=1 χΛ(σ|Ci). The problem is otherwise
identical. The following hardness result for FAS is used when proving Theorem 5.
▶ Lemma 11 ([14]). Conditioned on the Unique Games Conjecture, for every constant C > 1,
it is NP-hard to find a C-approximation for FAS.
The Unique Games Conjecture is described in [21]. We will use the term Unique-Games-hard
to refer to problems that, conditioned on the Unique Games conjecture, are NP-hard.
We can always assume that at least half of the constraints in an instance of MAS can
be satisfied. To see this, take an arbitrary ordering of the variables. Either this ordering
or its reversal must satisfy at least m/2 constraints. This is just a specific instance of a
more general result. We can always assume our optimal solution satisfies at least |Λ|m/k!
constraints. Since the expected number of constraints satisfied by a random ordering on the
variables is |Λ|m/k!, we know the maximum number of constraints satisfied by any ordering
is bounded below by this quantity. It turns out, however, that finding a solution that does
better than this expected value is computationally difficult. We give a simplified statement
of the main result in [14], maintaining only the pertinent details for our problem.
▶ Theorem 12 ([14]). For an OCSP with arity k, for every constant ε > 0, it is Unique-
Games-hard to find an ordering for the variables that achieves a ratio of satisfied constraints
over total constraints that is at least |Λ|/k! + ε.
Our results also make use of the OCSP known as the Betweenness Problem. In this
problem k = 3 and Λ = {( 1 2 31 2 3 ) , ( 1 2 33 2 1 )}. For a constraint (xi, xj , xk) to be satisfied either
xi < xj < xk or xk < xj < xi. For example, the ordering x4 < x5 < x3 < x2 < x1 satisfies
the constraint (x1, x2, x5), but not the constraint (x4, x2, x5). By applying Theorem 12 to
the Betweenness problem, we obtain that it is Unique-Games-hard to achieve a ratio of
satisfied constraints to total constraints better than 2/3! = 1/3.
For hardness under the Exponential Time Hypothesis (ETH) [19], we will use a result
by Kim and Gonçalves appearing in [23]. An Arity k Permutation CSP as defined in [23]
is a OCSP where Λ consists of the identity permutations, Λ = {( 11 ) , ( 1 21 2 ) , . . . ,
(
1 2 ... k
1 2 ... k
)
},
and constraints up to arity k are allowed. This is different from our definition of OCSPs,
where all constraints are of exactly arity k. The differences between these two definitions are
accommodated for whenever Lemma 13 is used. In [23] the authors prove the following.
▶ Lemma 13 ([23]). Assuming ETH, there is no 2o(n log n)-algorithm for Arity 4 Permutation
CSP (and thus for Arity k Permutation CSP, k ≥ 4).
3 Hardness of Lyndon Factor Minimization
The first reduction is from the Betweenness problem to the Lyndon Factor Minimization
Problem. It is used to demonstrate NP-completeness. An alternative proof can be done with
a reduction from MAS. Our reasoning for choosing one over the other is we believe that the
Betweenness problem provides a good initial illustration of the power of a hypothetical solver
to these Lyndon factorization problems. It also provides a warm-up for the techniques used
in Section 3.2. Moreover, we will use a reduction from MAS as a short proof to illustrate
NP-completeness for the maximization problem, before introducing a more involved reduction
to prove an inapproximability result.
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3.1 NP-Completeness of Lyndon Factor Minimization
We are given as input an instance ϕ of the Betweenness problem consisting of n variables
x1, x2, . . ., xn and m constraints C1, C2, . . ., Cm. Let F (T ) denote the number of Lyndon
factors of a string T under the alphabet ordering currently under consideration. We will use
FT (T1) to denote the number of Lyndon factors of T starting within the first occurrence
of the substring T1 of T . The subscript T is to remind us that the factors starting in T1
are sensitive to the other symbols in T . By a run of a symbol, we mean a maximal unary
substring containing that symbol.
▶ Lemma 14. Let T be any string of the form T = T1 ◦ (x0)α ◦ (xγ1 x
γ
2 . . . x
γ
n)β where T1
is over the alphabet {x0, . . . , xn}, α is greater than the length of any run of x0 in T1, γ is
greater than the length of any run of any symbol other than x0 in T1, and β > 1. If x0 is the
smallest symbol in the ordering, then F (T ) ≤ FT (T1) + 1.
Proof. If T1 does not end with an x0, then the first x0 in the (x0)α marks the start of a new
Lyndon factor in T since (x0)α is lexicographically smaller than any preceding suffix. Then
this factor includes the remaining suffix of T . In this case F (T ) = FT (T1) + 1. If T1 contains
a suffix consisting of only x0’s, then a new Lyndon factor must start at the first of these x0’s,
and again this factor contains the remaining suffix of T . In this case, F (T ) = FT (T1). ◀
▶ Lemma 15. Let T be defined as in Lemma 14. If x0 is not the smallest symbol in the
ordering, F (T ) ≥ β − 1.
Proof. In this case, the smallest symbol must be one of x1, . . . , xn. Suppose the smallest is xi.
Then the first symbol in the first xγi marks the beginning of a Lyndon factor. This factor is of
the form xγi x
γ




1 . . . x
γ
i−1 and is repeated at least β − 1 times. In particular, the








1 . . . x
γ
i−1. ◀
Lemmas 14 and 15 will be useful in proving that x0 must be smallest in an optimal
ordering. We now introduce our constraint gadgets.
▶ Lemma 16. Let x0 be the smallest symbol in T . For i, j, k > 0, consider the first instance
of a substring S of T where



















and η is larger than the length of any run of x0 preceding S in T , and S is immediately followed
by the run xη+10 . The symbols in this first instance of S make up three complete Lyndon
factors if xj is ordered between xi and xk, and four complete Lyndon factors otherwise.
Proof. Since the number of times x0 is repeated is more than the length of any previous
run, it must be the case that a new factor begins at the start of S. The six possible cases
and their corresponding factorizations are:


















































































































Notice that only in the first and last orderings where the constraint is satisfied are there
three factors. The other cases have four. ◀
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For each constraint Ct = (xi, xj , xk) in the instance ϕ of the Betweenness problem, where
1 ≤ t ≤ m, we construct the gadget from Lemma 16,
S(Ct) := xt0 xj xt0 xi xt0 xj xt0 xi xt0 xk xt0 xi xt0 xi xt0 xj xt0 xj xt0 xj .
We next define S(ϕ) := S(C1) ◦ S(C2) ◦ . . . ◦ S(Cm) ◦ (x0)m+1 ◦ (x21 x22 . . . x2n)β where
β = 3m + 3.
▶ Lemma 17. The string S(ϕ) has an alphabet ordering yielding at most 3m + 1 Lyndon
factors iff there exists a variable ordering satisfying all constraints in ϕ.
Proof. Assuming there exists a constraint satisfying variable ordering for ϕ, make x0 the
smallest symbol and order the remaining symbols x1, . . . , xn according to the variable ordering.
By Lemma 16, each of the substrings S(Ct) for 1 ≤ t ≤ m contributes three factors, and by
the analysis in Lemma 14 the remaining suffix contributes one additional factor. This creates
3m + 1 factors in total.
Conversely, assume that no variable ordering exists that satisfies the constraints. If x0 is
the smallest symbol, then at least one S(Ct) gadget contributes four factors while the others
contribute at least three. The remaining suffix contributes one factor making the number of
factors at least 4 + 3(m − 1) + 1 = 3m + 2. If x0 is not the smallest symbol, then by Lemma
15, the number of factors is at least β − 1 = (3m + 3) − 1 = 3m + 2. ◀
Since determining if there exists a variable ordering satisfying all constraints in an instance
of the Betweenness problem is NP-hard [32], determining whether there exists an alphabet
order where there are at most 3m + 1 Lyndon factors is NP-hard as well. With a symbol
ordering as a polynomial sized certificate, the problem is clearly in NP, proving Theorem 3.
3.2 ETH Hardness of Lyndon Factor Minimization
Here we reduce Arity 4 Permutation CSP to Lyndon Factor Minimization. Assume for the
moment that x0 is the smallest symbol, and that each substring S(Ct) (yet to be defined) is
followed by a run of x0 longer than any run of x0 that precedes it.
For an arity 2 constraint Ct = (xi, xj), we construct a string using the symbols x0,
xi, and xj that has either 3 or 4 factors depending on the ordering on the variables. We
will demonstrate which orderings create which factorizations. The string we construct is
S(Ct) = xt0 xi xt0 xi xt0 xi xt0 xj xt0 xi xt0 xi, which has the factorizations for different
orderings,
Ordering Factorization # factors
xi < xj : (xt0 xi xt0 xi xt0 xi xt0 xj)(xt0 xi)(xt0 xi) 3
xj < xi : (xt0 xi)(xt0 xi)(xt0 xi)(xt0 xj xt0 xi xt0 xi) 4
Slightly more involved are the strings to model arity 3 constraints Ct = (xi, xj , xk),
S(Ct) = xt0 xi xt0 xi xt0 xj xt0 xi xt0 xi xt0 xk xt0 xi xt0 xj xt0 xi xt0 xi., where
Ordering Factorization # factors
xi < xj < xk : (xt0 xi xt0 xi xt0 xj xt0 xi xt0 xi xt0 xk xt0 xi xt0 xj)(xt0 xi)(xt0 xi) 3
xi < xk < xj : (xt0 xi xt0 xi xt0 xj)(xt0 xi xt0 xi xt0 xk xt0 xi xt0 xj)(xt0 xi)(xt0 xi) 4
xj < xi < xk : (xt0 xi)(xt0 xi)(xt0 xj xt0 xi xt0 xi xt0 xk xt0 xi)(xt0 xj xt0 xi xt0 xi) 4
xk < xi < xj : (xt0 xi xt0 xi xt0 xj)(xt0 xi)(xt0 xi)(xt0 xk xt0 xi xt0 xj xt0 xi xt0 xi) 4
xj < xk < xi : (xt0 xi)(xt0 xi)(xt0 xj xt0 xi xt0 xi xt0 xk xt0 xi)(xt0 xj xt0 xi xt0 xi) 4
xk < xj < xi : (xt0 xi)(xt0 xi)(xt0 xj xt0 xi xt0 xi)(xt0 xk xt0 xi xt0 xj xt0 xi xt0 xi) 4
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The most involved is the gadget for an arity 4 constraint Ct = (xi, xj , xk, xh),
S(Ct) = xt0 xi xt0 xj xt0 xi xt0 xk xt0 xi xt0 xj xt0 xi xt0 xh xt0 xj xt0 xi xt0 xk xt0 xi xt0 xj xt0 xi
which has the following factorizations depending on the ordering given to its symbols,
Ordering (‘<’ omitted) Factorization #
xi, xj , xk, xh : (xt0 xi xt0 xj xt0 xi xt0 xk xt0 xi xt0 xj xt0 xi xt0 xh xt0 xj xt0 xi xt0 xk)(xt0 xi xt0 xj)(xt0 xi) 3
xi, xj , xh, xk : (xt0 xi xt0 xj xt0 xi xt0 xk)(xt0 xi xt0 xj xt0 xi xt0 xh xt0 xj xt0 xi xt0 xk)(xt0 xi xt0 xj)(xt0 xi) 4
xi, xk, xj , xh : (xt0 xi xt0 xj)(xt0 xi xt0 xk xt0 xi xt0 xj xt0 xi xt0 xh xt0 xj)(xt0 xi xt0 xk xt0 xi xt0 xj)(xt0 xi) 4
xi, xh, xj , xk : (xt0 xi xt0 xj xt0 xi xt0 xk)(xt0 xi xt0 xj)(xt0 xi xt0 xh xt0 xj xt0 xi xt0 xk xt0 xi xt0 xj)(xt0 xi) 4
xi, xk, xh, xj : (xt0 xi xt0 xj)(xt0 xi xt0 xk xt0 xi xt0 xj xt0 xi xt0 xh xt0 xj)(xt0 xi xt0 xk xt0 xi xt0 xj)(xt0 xi) 4
xi, xh, xk, xj : (xt0 xi xt0 xj)(xt0 xi xt0 xk xt0 xi xt0 xj)(xt0 xi xt0 xh xt0 xj xt0 xi xt0 xk xt0 xi xt0 xj)(xt0 xi) 4
xj , xi, xk, xh : (xt0 xi)(xt0 xj xt0 xi xt0 xk xt0 xi xt0 xj xt0 xi xt0 xh)(xt0 xj xt0 xi xt0 xk xt0 xi)(xt0 xj xt0 xi) 4
xj , xi, xh, xk : (xt0 xi)(xt0 xj xt0 xi xt0 xk xt0 xi)(xt0 xj xt0 xi xt0 xh xt0 xj xt0 xi xt0 xk xt0 xi)(xt0 xj xt0 xi) 4
xk, xi, xj , xh : (xt0 xi xt0 xj)(xt0 xi)(xt0 xk xt0 xi xt0 xj xt0 xi xt0 xh xt0 xj xt0 xi)(xt0 xk xt0 xi xt0 xj xt0 xi) 4
xh, xi, xj , xk : (xt0 xi xt0 xj xt0 xi xt0 xk)(xt0 xi xt0 xj)(xt0 xi)(xt0 xh xt0 xj xt0 xi xt0 xk xt0 xi xt0 xj xt0 xi) 4
xk, xi, xh, xj : (xt0 xi xt0 xj)(xt0 xi)(xt0 xk xt0 xi xt0 xj xt0 xi xt0 xh xt0 xj xt0 xi)(xt0 xk xt0 xi xt0 xj xt0 xi) 4
xh, xi, xk, xj : (xt0 xi xt0 xj)(xt0 xi xt0 xk xt0 xi xt0 xj)(xt0 xi)(xt0 xh xt0 xj xt0 xi xt0 xk xt0 xi xt0 xj xt0 xi) 4
xj , xk, xi, xh : (xt0 xi)(xt0 xj xt0 xi xt0 xk xt0 xi xt0 xj xt0 xi xt0 xh)(xt0 xj xt0 xi xt0 xk xt0 xi)(xt0 xj xt0 xi) 4
xj , xh, xi, xk : (xt0 xi)(xt0 xj xt0 xi xt0 xk xt0 xi)(xt0 xj xt0 xi xt0 xh xt0 xj xt0 xi xt0 xk xt0 xi)(xt0 xj xt0 xi) 4
xk, xj , xi, xh : (xt0 xi)(xt0 xj xt0 xi)(xt0 xk xt0 xi xt0 xj xt0 xi xt0 xh xt0 xj xt0 xi)(xt0 xk xt0 xi xt0 xj xt0 xi) 4
xh, xj , xi, xk : (xt0 xi)(xt0 xj xt0 xi xt0 xk xt0 xi)(xt0 xj xt0 xi)(xt0 xh xt0 xj xt0 xi xt0 xk xt0 xi xt0 xj xt0 xi) 4
xk, xh, xi, xj : (xt0 xi xt0 xj)(xt0 xi)(xt0 xk xt0 xi xt0 xj xt0 xi xt0 xh xt0 xj xt0 xi)(xt0 xk xt0 xi xt0 xj xt0 xi) 4
xh, xk, xi, xj : (xt0 xi xt0 xj)(xt0 xi)(xt0 xk xt0 xi xt0 xj xt0 xi)(xt0 xh xt0 xj xt0 xi xt0 xk xt0 xi xt0 xj xt0 xi) 4
xj , xk, xh, xi : (xt0 xi)(xt0 xj xt0 xi xt0 xk xt0 xi xt0 xj xt0 xi xt0 xh)(xt0 xj xt0 xi xt0 xk xt0 xi)(xt0 xj xt0 xi) 4
xj , xh, xk, xi : (xt0 xi)(xt0 xj xt0 xi xt0 xk xt0 xi)(xt0 xj xt0 xi xt0 xh xt0 xj xt0 xi xt0 xk xt0 xi)(xt0 xj xt0 xi) 4
xk, xj , xh, xi : (xt0 xi)(xt0 xj xt0 xi)(xt0 xk xt0 xi xt0 xj xt0 xi xt0 xh xt0 xj xt0 xi)(xt0 xk xt0 xi xt0 xj xt0 xi) 4
xh, xj , xk, xi : (xt0 xi)(xt0 xj xt0 xi xt0 xk xt0 xi)(xt0 xj xt0 xi)(xt0 xh xt0 xj xt0 xi xt0 xk xt0 xi xt0 xj xt0 xi) 4
xk, xh, xj , xi : (xt0 xi)(xt0 xj xt0 xi)(xt0 xk xt0 xi xt0 xj xt0 xi xt0 xh xt0 xj xt0 xi)(xt0 xk xt0 xi xt0 xj xt0 xi) 4
xh, xk, xj , xi : (xt0 xi)(xt0 xj xt0 xi)(xt0 xk xt0 xi xt0 xj xt0 xi)(xt0 xh xt0 xj xt0 xi xt0 xk xt0 xi xt0 xj xt0 xi) 4
The string construction for the overall reduction is almost identical to the one for ϕ in
Section 3.1. We only need to select β to be slightly different. We let β = 4m + 3. This
is enough to ensure that in an optimal solution x0 must be the smallest symbol. If x0 is
smallest, in the worst-case, when all constraints are not satisfied, there are at most 4m + 1
Lyndon factors. If x0 is not smallest, as shown in Lemma 15, the number of factors is at
least β − 1 = 4m + 2. Then, with x0 as the minimum, each ordering on x1, . . ., xn gives us
3s + 4(m − s) + 1 = 4m + 1 − s factors, where s is the number of satisfied constraints when
using the corresponding variable ordering in ϕ. Therefore, an optimal ordering for the n
variables of ϕ is obtained by an order on the (n + 1) symbols which minimizes the number of
Lyndon factors in the string. This combined with Lemma 13 proves Theorem 4.
3.3 Inapproximability of Lyndon Factor Minimization
We will perform an approximation preserving reduction from FAS to Lyndon Factor Minim-
ization. Recall that for FAS the arity k of the constraints is 2, so that constraints are of the
form (xi, xj) and Λ consists of the identity permutation. In other words, the constraint is
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only satisfied if xi < xj . The cost of the solution will be the number of violated constraints,
which we wish to minimize. Our gadget for constraint Ct = (xi, xj) will be
S(Ct) = (xt0 xi) ◦ (xt0 xj)α−1
where α > 1 will be chosen later. The whole string for our reduction will be
T = S(ϕ) = S(C1) ◦ S(C2) ◦ . . . ◦ S(Cm) ◦ (x0)m+1 ◦ (x21 x22 . . . x2n)β
where β = αm + 3. By Lemma 15, if x0 is not smallest, then F (T ) ≥ β − 1. We consider
next what happens in our constraint gadgets when x0 is smallest.
▶ Lemma 18. If x0 is smallest and xi < xj then FT (S(Ct)) = 1.
Proof. Since xt0 is the longest run of x0 seen so far, the start of S(Ct) marks the smallest
suffix seen so far when traversing T from left to right. Then, since xj > xi, the start of all
substrings of the form xt0 xj do not mark the start of the smallest suffix seen so far. ◀
▶ Lemma 19. If x0 is smallest and xj < xi then FT (S(Ct)) = α.
Proof. Again, since xt0 is the longest run of x0 seen so far, the start of S(Ct) marks the
smallest suffix seen so far when traversing T from left to right. However, now the start of
each substring of the form xt0 xj marks the start of the smallest suffix seen so far (recall after
the last xt0 xj there will be a longer run of x0 than has been seen before). Hence, there are
α − 1 additional factors created. ◀
▶ Lemma 20. Any alphabet ordering where x0 is smallest has fewer factors than an alphabet
ordering where x0 is not the smallest.
Proof. If x0 is smallest, F (T ) = s+α(m−s)+1 where s is the number of satisfied constraints
and the +1 arises from the last factor, (x0)m+1 ◦ (x21 x22 . . . x2n)β . Because α > 1, this is
upper bounded by the case when s = 0 so that F (T ) ≤ αm + 1. On the other hand, if x0 is
not smallest F (T ) ≥ β − 1 = αm + 2. ◀
Henceforth, we only need to worry about the case when x0 is the smallest. Our aim is to
show that a constant approximation algorithm for Lyndon Factor Minimization allows us to
construct a constant approximation algorithm for FAS. If our hypothetical approximation
algorithm for Lyndon Factor Minimization ever returned a solution where x0 is not smallest,
we add the additional step of replacing that solution with any solution where x0 is smallest,
obtaining a solution that performs even better. Then our modified algorithm maintains being
an approximation algorithm for Lyndon Factor Minimization (perhaps with an even smaller
approximation factor).
Let s∗F denote the number of constraints satisfied in an optimal solution of ϕ for FAS and
let s∗L denote the number of constraints in ϕ satisfied by the variable ordering obtained from
our optimal, factor minimizing, alphabet order for the corresponding instance of Lyndon
Factor Minimization. Also, let s denote the actual number of constraints satisfied by the
variable ordering obtained from our approximate factor minimizing alphabet order for the
corresponding instance of Lyndon Factor Minimization. A λ-approximation for Lyndon
Factor Minimization with λ > 1 gives the following set of inequalities:
s∗L + α(m − s∗L) + 1 ≤ s + α(m − s) + 1 ≤ λ(s∗L + α(m − s∗L) + 1).
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Which can be equivalently written as
(m − s∗L) +
s∗L + 1
α
≤ (m − s) + s + 1
α




We will show that by taking α large enough we can ensure s∗L = s∗F .
▶ Lemma 21. With α = 2(m + 1) + 1, we have that s∗L = s∗F .
Proof. The cost of an optimal solution of ϕ is m − s∗F . The solution for ϕ we get from
mapping our solution for Lyndon factorization back to ϕ must have at least as many violated
constraints as the optimal solution for ϕ, i.e., m − s∗L ≥ m − s∗F , and so s∗F ≥ s∗L. Let us
suppose for the sake of contradiction that s∗F ≥ s∗L + 1. This implies m − s∗L − (m − s∗F ) ≥ 1.














≤ 12 < 1 ≤ m − s
∗
L − (m − s∗F ),
which implies that
m − s∗F +
s∗F + 1
α




Or, written more naturally as the cost of a Lyndon Factor Minimization Problem’s solution,
s∗F + α(m − s∗F ) + 1 < s∗L + α(m − s∗L) + 1.
But then this implies that the ordering on x1, . . . , xn that is used to obtain the optimal
solution for ϕ creates fewer Lyndon factors than our supposedly optimal solution for Lyndon
Factor Minimization, a contradiction. ◀
Let us now upper bound m − s (our approximate solution cost when the solution is
mapped back to FAS) in terms of λ(m − s∗F ). Combining the inequalities in (1) with Lemma
21, and the fact that s∗F = s∗L ≤ m when α = 2(m + 1) + 1, we get that
m − s ≤ m − s + s + 1
α










The case where m = s∗F can easily be solved in polynomial time, so we can consider that
check added to our hypothetical solution as well. Hence, we assume m − s∗F ≥ 1 > 1/2 and,
m − s∗F ≤ m − s ≤ λ
(




< λ(m − s∗F + m − s∗F ) = 2λ(m − s∗F ).
We have shown that a λ approximation for Lyndon Factor Minimization allows us to obtain,
at worst, a 2λ approximation for FAS. Moreover, the α value we need to do this is polynomial
in m so that the whole reduction is done in polynomial time. This polynomial time constant
approximation algorithm is better then what is allowed by Lemma 11 under the Unique
Games Conjecture. This completes the proof of Theorem 5.
4 Hardness of Lyndon Factor Maximization
Our approach will be similar to the one taken for minimization. First, we introduce
some gadgetry for the NP-completeness proof that is later expanded upon to create an
inapproximability result. As of now, the authors have not yet found gadgets to establish the
same ETH hardness for the maximization problem.
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4.1 NP-Completeness of Lyndon Factor Maximization
We perform a reduction from the dual of FAS, the Maximum Acyclic Subgraph Problem
(MAS). Recall MAS is identical to FAS except for the cost of a solution now being the number
of constraints satisfied, which we wish to maximize. For constraint Ct = (xi, xj), we define
our constraint gadget as S(Ct) = xt+10 xj x
t+1
0 xi (note the reversal of i and j). The entire
string formed by our instance ϕ of FAS is
T = S(ϕ) = (x0 x1 x2 . . . xn) ◦ S(C1) ◦ S(C2) ◦ . . . ◦ S(Cm) ◦ (x0)m.
▶ Lemma 22. If x0 is not the smallest symbol in the ordering, then F (T ) ≤ n + m.
Proof. Suppose xi ̸= x0 is the smallest symbol. Then the first Lyndon factor starting with
xi occurs in the prefix (x0 x1 . . . xn). Subsequent Lyndon factors must begin with xi. The
prefix contributes at most n factors and there are at most m remaining occurrences of xi. ◀
▶ Lemma 23. In an ordering where x0 is smallest, F (T ) = 2s + (m − s) + 1 + m, where s
is the number of constraints satisfied in MAS by the ordering given to x1, . . ., xn.
Proof. For a substring S(Ct), if Ct = (xi, xj) is not satisfied (i.e., xi > xj) then FT (S(Ct)) =
1. If it is satisfied (i.e., xi < xj) then FT (S(Ct)) = 2. The prefix x0 x1 x2 . . . xn contributes
exactly one additional factor. The suffix (x0)m contributes m factors. ◀
▶ Lemma 24. Any ordering where x0 is the smallest has more factors than an ordering
where x0 is not the smallest.
Proof. By Lemma 10, we can assume that n ≤ m. Then by Lemma 22, we have that if
x0 is not smallest, F (T ) ≤ n + m ≤ 2m. By Lemma 23, if x0 is smallest then F (T ) =
2s + (m − s) + 1 + m = s + 2m + 1 > 2m. ◀
The value F (T ) is maximized by an alphabet order which has the largest possible number
of satisfied constraints, say s∗. This gives (s∗ + 2m + 1) Lyndon factors. Clearly, this solution
also provides an ordering satisfying the maximum number of constraints in our MAS instance.
Since MAS is NP-hard, we have shown Lyndon Factor Maximization is NP-hard as well. The
decision problem is in NP using the ordering on x1 . . . xn as a polynomial sized certificate,
and this remains NP-hard as it could be used to solve the optimization problem. This
completes the proof of Theorem 6.
4.2 Inapproximability of Lyndon Factor Maximization
First, let us describe the OCSP from which we are reducing. Let k > 1 be the arity of the
constraints, which we will specify later. Each constraint will be satisfied iff the variables
in that constraint have one of the (k − 1)! orderings where the last variable is ordered
first, i.e., for constraint (xi1 , xi2 , . . . , xik−1 , xik ), the ordering over those variables will have
xik < xij for j ∈ [1, k − 1]. More formally, Λ = {
(
1 2 ... k−1 k
z1 z2 ... zk−1 1
)
| ∪k−1i=1 {zi} = {2, . . . , k}}.
According to Theorem 12, it is Unique-Games-Hard to find an approximation which beats
|Λ|m/k! = (k − 1)!m/k! = m/k constraints being satisfied.
Our constraint gadget is of the form
S(Ct) = (xt+10 xi1) ◦ (x
t+1
0 xi2) ◦ . . . ◦ (x
t+1
0 xik−1) ◦ (x
t+1
0 xik )α
and our overall string constructed from our instance ϕ of OCSP is
T := S(ϕ) = (x0 x1 x2 . . . xn) ◦ S(C1) ◦ S(C2) ◦ . . . ◦ S(Cm) ◦ (x0), where α = mn.
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▶ Lemma 25. If x0 is not smallest then F (T ) ≤ n + m.
Proof. Let xi ̸= x0 be the smallest symbol instead. Then the prefix (x0 x1 x2 . . . xn)
contributes at most n factors, and each remaining factor must begin with xi. We will show
that there is at most 1 factor starting in each constraint gadget. For a given constraint
containing xi, if xi ̸= xik this is immediate. On the other hand, if xi = xik then only its
first occurrence can form a smaller suffix of T than those preceding it. In more detail, since
x0 > xi = xik , we have xik (xt0 xik )α−1x0 < xik (xt0 xik )α−2x0 < xik (xt0 xik )α−3x0 < . . ..
Note that this is the reason for the final x0 appended to T . ◀
▶ Lemma 26. If x0 is smallest, and in constraint Ct = (xi1 , . . . , xik ) the symbol xik is
smallest among xi1 . . . xik , then FT (S(Ct)) ≥ α.
Proof. Since xt+10 xik < xt+10 xij for j ∈ [1, k − 1], and the substring following S(Ct) is either
xt+20 (or the final x0 of T ), the start of each run of x0 in the substring (xt+10 xik )α marks
the start of a suffix smaller than any of those preceding it. ◀
▶ Lemma 27. If x0 is the smallest in the ordering, then F (T ) ≥ αs + 1 where s is the
number of clauses in ϕ satisfied by the ordering given to x1, . . ., xn. This is larger than the
number of factors from any ordering where x0 is not the smallest.
Proof. By Lemma 26, when x0 is the smallest each of the satisfied constraint gadgets
contributes at least α factors. In addition, the lone x0 symbol at the end of T forms its own
factor. For the second statement, we can always assume our approximate solution satisfies at
least 1 constraint, hence s ≥ 1 and αs + 1 ≥ mn + 1 > m + n, which by Lemma 25 is an
upper bound on the number of factors when x0 is not smallest. ◀
From here we only need to consider when x0 is smallest, for the same reasoning as given
in Section 3.3. Now, suppose we have a λ-approximation with λ < 1 for Lyndon Factor
Maximization. Let s∗L be the number of constraint gadgets satisfied from our optimal solution
of Lyndon factor maximization, and s the number from the approximate solution. Then,
λ(αs∗L + 1 + y∗L) ≤ αs + 1 + y ≤ αs∗L + 1 + y∗L
where y∗L represents the number of additional factors contributed beyond αs∗L + 1 and y
represents the number of factors beyond αs + 1 for our approximate solution. We can




































Proof. We first bound y from above. Any factor in a constraint gadget begins at the start of
a run x0. In a satisfied constraint gadget, there are k − 1 such runs outside of the (xt+10 xik )α
substring. Hence, each satisfied constraint gadget contributes at most k − 1 additional factors
beyond α. A constraint gadget that is not satisfied, i.e., has xij < xik for some j ̸= k, has
the gadget’s last factor beginning at the start of the substring (xt+10 xij ). This implies the
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substring (xt+10 xik )α does not split into different factors. Therefore, an unsatisfied constraint
gadget again contributes at most k − 1 factors. Because of this, the m constraint gadgets
















Let s∗C be the number of constraints satisfied in an optimal solution to ϕ. Like in
Section 3.3, we know that s ≤ s∗C and s∗L ≤ s∗C , Using Lemma 28 we can easily make them
differ by at most a constant factor.
▶ Lemma 29. Using the definitions above, it holds that s∗C ≤ 3s∗L.
Proof. For the sake of contradiction, assume instead that s∗C > 3s∗L. Applying the ordering
given by the optimal solution of ϕ to the symbols x1, . . . , xn, and letting y∗C be defined as




















However, this implies αs∗C + 1 + y∗C > αs∗L + 1 + y∗L. Thus, s∗L couldn’t have been the number
of constraints satisfied in an optimal solution to our Lyndon Factor Maximization instance,
since using whichever ordering was used for the solution to ϕ would have given us more
factors, a contradiction. ◀
By Lemma 29, we have 13 s
∗
C ≤ s∗L. Multiplying both sides by λ/3, we obtain λ9 s
∗
C ≤ λ3 s
∗
L.


















From which we obtain λ3 s
∗
L ≤ s. Combining these inequalities with the fact that s ≤ s∗C , we
get λ9 s
∗
C ≤ s ≤ s∗C . That is, a λ-approximation algorithm for Lyndon Factor Maximization
provides at least a λ/9 -approximation algorithm for this set of OCSP problems.
To finish the proof of Theorem 7, suppose for the sake of contradiction there exists
a λ-approximation algorithm for Lyndon factor maximization for some constant λ < 1.
Consider the set of OCSPs problems described in beginning of Section 4.2 with arity k such
that 1/k < λ/9. With our reduction, we obtain a polynomial-time algorithm that can find
a solution with approximation ratio better than |Λ|/k! = 1/k, proving the Unique Games
Conjecture false by Theorem 12.
5 Open Problems
We leave open the problem of establishing similar ETH hardness results for the maximization
problem. We also leave open the problem of finding a (non-constant factor) approximation
algorithm for either the minimization or maximization problem.
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